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The design decision in the 1960s to support 
connectionless processing for TCP/IP changed 
the nature of how communications might be 

monitored by governments or malicious actors. In 
traditional telephony, the endpoints are defined by 
a circuit-switched connection, but with the advent 
of the internet, source and destination addresses 
would be controlled by participants, rather than 
through some centralized authority such as a 
telephone company.

As a result, new methods emerged for both legitimate and illegitimate collection 
and interpretation of communications for targeted individuals, groups, and entities. 
As it is generally accepted that most people follow familiar, pre-determined routes 
throughout their day, by leveraging cell phone tracking techniques, malicious actors 
can quickly identify such routes and plan accordingly. 

Whether for potential kidnapping or for subverting specific wireless network points, 
the ability of an adversary to predict someone’s location, identity, and activity at 
any given time has significant implications. Additionally, the ability of an adversary 
to monitor network traffic can provide insights into the systems and applications 
the target uses, as well as basic data elements like passwords or multifactor 
authentication codes sent electronically.

Such new approaches are collectively referred to as traffic monitoring and they 
depend on deployed collection and processing tools that offer sufficient coverage and 
insight to achieve the monitoring objective. Citizens and businesses must be aware of 
this monitoring and surveillance risk because it presents a real and immediate threat 
to the protection of sensitive data and the assurance of critical operations.
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In this article, we outline the risks that emerge for citizens and organizations where illegitimate 
monitoring of their communications might be occurring. Such risks could stem from data collection and 
review by hackers, criminal groups, hacktivists, or adversary governments using network analysis as the 
basis for their data theft. Understanding the risks requires investigation of the types of monitoring that 
would be deployed in practice.

1.1 TRAFFIC MONITORING
Most infrastructure-centric communications companies, both telephony and internet service providers (ISPs), 
have legitimate traffic monitoring needs. Whether for problem resolution or capacity planning, the ability to 
monitor communications traffic is essential to providing the level of service most users are accustomed to. 
Unfortunately, the abuse of this necessary function is what causes substantial concern to privacy advocates.  

It is customary to find static traffic pathways for most legacy communications providers. This approach, 
leftover from the days of switched POTS (plain old telephone service) networks, ensures a predictable, 
highly efficient path through the network’s switching infrastructure. Additionally, such predictable 
networking ensures the existence of tap points throughout the network, which are necessary to support 
government wiretapping requirements. 

While ISPs have been excluded from wiretapping requirements, they still have the need to monitor 
traffic for outage resolution and quality of service (QoS) for customers. In fact, the explosion of video 
conferencing during the pandemic caused many ISPs to rethink QoS metrics and routing protocols to 
ensure that, almost virtually overnight, the millions of new work-from-home employees could rely on 
video conferencing platforms.

Figure 1.1-1. Network Traffic Monitoring Landscape

As 5G becomes more ingrained within the mobile providers, the lines between ISPs and phone 
companies become ever more blurred. The relentless push to move more services to the edge will 
invariably alter the network monitoring landscape, and further blur the line between network monitoring 
and activity monitoring. To ensure the highest level of throughput, 5G networking architectures move 
infrastructure, which is currently buried deep within the operational technology networks, as close to 
the edge of the network as possible. This helps to ensure that the latency seen in existing networks is 
minimized as much as possible.
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However, the risks associated with deploying this new architecture, which 
is based on NFVi (Network Function Virtualization infrastructure) must also 
take into consideration the cloud and software risks that accompany 
deploying a virtual infrastructure that bridges multiple networks. 
Additionally, attacks on the edge distribution platforms as well as network 
slicing attacks are making network obfuscation increasingly important for 
those concerned with the risks around confidentiality and privacy. 

Secure communication also becomes ever more critical as we connect 
an increasing number of internet of things (IoT) devices to the public 
internet. This can include devices such as an obscure SCADA RTU/PLC 
device managing a natural gas pipeline, or a high-end connected sports 
car. In each case, the risks are real and substantial. An attacker gaining 
access to a SCADA device could easily adjust the pipeline pressures to cause an explosion, or they 
could cause the sports car to speed excessively, run red lights, or fail to negotiate a sharp bend in the 
road. Regardless of the endpoint, there will be heavy reliance on a trusted communication channel to 
protect the neighborhood above the pipeline or the passengers of the car.  

1.2 ACTIVITY MONITORING
The use of activity monitoring on a targeted network is well documented in the press. In many countries 
around the world, restrictive governments have implemented technology that monitors and limits what 
their constituents can access on the internet. While the Great Firewall of China is the most notorious 
example, many countries have enacted similar technical or regulatory restrictions. 

An additional network monitoring use case involves the malicious targeting of key enterprise personnel 
in an effort to gain information about access credentials, personal information, and methods used 
to impersonate said individuals for access into critical infrastructures. Protecting employees in an 
unmanaged/lightly managed remote work scenario is a challenge that’s come front and center since 
the peak of the pandemic. It should come as no surprise that enterprises were hit by ransomware more 
in the first six months of 2021 than in all of 2020. Not only did these attacks cause significant system 
outages and downtime across virtually all industries, but as the ransomware evolved, hundreds of 
millions of customer records were also exfiltrated.

Employees are now forced to use their personal devices to conduct business (sometimes using 
endpoints of questionable security) over networks of questionable stability and risk profiles. The truth 
is that while ransomware and malware get the headlines, the foundation for their success to attackers 
often has to do with network and activity monitoring and the ability to capture and decode user traffic.

1.3 SECRECY AND PRIVACY CONCERNS
The issue of personal privacy was never more apparent than during the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic. During this time, some governments mandated carriers to correlate cellular location data 
to track the spread of the virus. While this and other forms of government tracking are obviously 
controversial, there remains great interest in African and APAC regions to track mobile device users and 
limit secured or private communication channels.  

As was widely reported by Amnesty International, software from the NSO Group, an Israeli group known 
for surreptitious tracking of criminals and terrorists, was widely reported to be found on dozens of 
mobile devices of those people close to an investigative journalist who was murdered in 2021. Such 
tracking can easily extend beyond targeting bad actors to the targeting of anyone.

The truth is that while 
ransomware and malware 
get the headlines, the 
foundation for their 
success to attackers often 
has to do with network 
and activity monitoring 
and the ability to capture 
and decode user traffic.

https://thehill.com/policy/technology/563600-military-grade-spyware-found-on-journalists-and-activists-phones-report/
https://www.cognyte.com/blog/ransomware_2021/
https://www.nsogroup.com/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/07/world-leaders-potential-targets-of-nso-group-pegasus-spyware/
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Figure 1.3-1. Android Market Share

The interception of consumer communications is often assisted by older technology. Nearly 32% of 
all Android devices are running older operating systems—which implies significant vulnerabilities and 
known weaknesses. Android malware is the most prevalent of all mobile devices, from Matryosh botnet 
DDoS malware to the recent FluBot malware, capable of capturing private user communications and 
data from the infected device.

The necessity to presume that endpoints are breached, but yet still provide a secure form of 
communications, is critical to the ongoing evolution of business and technology. This also serves as the 
basis for the use of network monitoring mitigation methods such as non-attribution and obfuscation.  

1.4 CONTINUITY CONCERNS
In November 2021, the largest ever recorded DDoS attack occurred, originating from over 10,000 sources 
from 10 different countries, resulting in a massive 3.47 Tbps attack. This was followed by two additional 
DDoS attacks in December, each of which was around 2.5 Tbps.

These attacks (in these cases, using UDP reflection) are relatively easy to execute with full botnets 
dedicated to providing DDoS-as-a-Service. The majority of enterprises, especially those in the small 
and medium business space, are not equipped to handle attacks of this magnitude. Most hosted or 
cloud-based web application firewalls and content delivery networks cannot contain a sustained multi-
Tbps flood of traffic.

When we consider these recent DDoS attacks, it becomes clear that legacy incident management 
processes will no longer satisfy modern business requirements. Enterprise architectures must be more 
distributed and should implement mesh arrangements to enable leveraging of machine learning to 
rapidly adjust traffic routes to provide network paths to critical systems and services. We are long past 
the days when legacy, manually updated network routing resolution is sufficient for most companies.

https://gs.statcounter.com/os-version-market-share/android
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1.5 NETWORK SECURITY IMPLICATIONS
As with any technological advancement, trying to shoehorn new concepts into legacy practices 
rarely works as effectively as expected. When we take a step back and look at the multi-cloud/multi-
infrastructure environments most enterprises exist in now, trying to secure new cloud- and service-
based applications with networking concepts born in the 1970s is akin to putting a Lamborghini emblem 
on a Yugo and expecting it to perform differently.

In today’s enterprise, new approaches to network security are needed to safeguard the radically new 
everything-as-a-service application model. Two promising methods involve non-attribution, which 
helps reduce the likelihood that monitored traffic can be traced to the source, and obfuscation which 
provides a similar function to avoid the ability of an adversary to gain intelligence by tracking activity, 
network traffic, and day-to-day usage.
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